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ABSTRACT
Castle of Unknowing is a rendered virtual reality (VR) experience presented as visual
poem. As VR is a nascent technology, content is still limited, and methods of storytelling are not
yet formalized. My film seeks to expand the breadth of what types of narratives are being told
with this medium. The project is an immersive, experiential narrative imbued with symbolism.
The viewer moves through a fixed sequence as they are taken on a journey which mixes elements
of sci-fi, fairy tale, and surrealism. It utilizes compelling visuals and sound instead of traditional
narrative to evoke an emotional response within the viewer. The immersive aspect of VR allows
for the reification of surreal visuals which metaphorically convey an inward journey, creating a
sense of mystery and inquiry within the viewer. The experience reframes the relationship of
subject and object, making the spectator a participant in a surrealist allegory exploring the
themes of suffering and transformation.

To view the experience visit: https://youtu.be/Vsr4swts1X4
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Virtual reality (VR) is an emerging medium which opens up entirely new ways to create
and obtain a deeper understanding of the process of human creation. The technology of virtual
reality is intended to mimic how humans perceive and create the external world. As humans, we
are bound to our cognitive perceptual system which is molded and constrained by various factors
such as biology, culture, and personal experience. The yearning to understand and question this
system has existed since the dawn of man and throughout the entirety of human history. We see
this in the early prehistoric cave paintings of Lascaux to the writings of the ancient Greek
philosophers. It continues through medieval times, the Renaissance, and today. Does the current
greater understanding and questioning of our cognitive perceptual patterns of reality help us deal
with the human experience which is often full of suffering? Or do we also need to add a creative,
personal dimension of understanding to all of this? My film is an expression that the worlds we
create are permeated with suffering, but this suffering itself can be a doorway to transformation
and greater understanding.
Through an unconventional narrative and evocative imagery, this piece is intended to
evoke a sense of mystery and questioning within the viewer while supporting this thematic
premise. The narrative and imagery, originating from my own life, create a symbolic experiential
story. Consideration was paid to the traditional design principles of film and art but adapted to
the VR medium. In order to execute this style in VR several different technical approaches were
considered. A pipeline centered around pre-rendered imagery with an emphasis on compositing
was ultimately chosen.
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CHAPTER TWO: VR AS A CONTEMPORARY MEDIUM
The technology of VR has been thought about for decades. Ivan Sutherland published a
paper entitled “The Ultimate Display” in 1965 in which he describes a head mounted display
(HMD) able to reproduce a visual world. Sutherland describes a “kinesthetic display” which
could depict “concepts which never before had any visual representation” (Sutherland). In 1968
Sutherland created a primitive HMD capable of only a simple wireframe display (Barnard). The
technology continued to be developed in applications ranging from aeronautical uses to primitive
gaming.
Although the idea of VR has existed for some time, the practical application of the
technology has only recently begun to reach a general audience. One of the most significant
advances in consumer-grade VR experiences was the development of the Oculus Rift beginning
in 2012. Its success was followed by the company being bought by Facebook. After this
acquisition, many other companies started developing and releasing their own HMDs. Today,
light weight, consumer grade HMDs with binaural sound are readily available at consumer price
points. The technology continues to develop at a rapid pace and has now been implemented in a
variety of fields including scientific visualization, exposure therapy, theme park development,
virtual concerts, games, fine art, film, and animation.
Content for VR is not as ubiquitous or standardized as traditional film and animation, but
creators have started producing a variety of experiences which have been showcased at film
festivals and conferences such as Cannes and SIGGRAPH. More established directors such as
Alejandro Iñárritu have created large scale projects using VR such as his immersive piece Carne
y Arena.
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Narrative experiences in VR, like traditional animation and film, range from conventional
storytelling to abstract immersive experiences. Situated at one end of the narrative spectrum and
based upon a more traditional story arc, the 2017 Emmy award winning Pearl follows a daughter
and father as both grow older together. Adrian Meyer’s MFA film, Strands of Mind, inhabits a
more experimental approach as the viewer travels through abstract, psychedelic fractals. My film
falls between these two approaches.
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CHAPTER THREE: NARRATIVE IN VR
I equate my project to a visual poem. VR is an ideal medium for creating this type of
abstracted story. Using a device built upon emulating the human sensory experience creates
questions of the veracity of what we actually experience. Both science and philosophy search for
an understanding of this human condition and what yields human consciousness. Aspects of this
search have been depicted in centuries-old allegories, fairy tales, and mystic poems as well as
modern day cinema. Oftentimes these stories are abstracted or surreal, creating an atmosphere of
mystery or curiosity. By creating a surreal story within the VR medium, both the implications of
the medium and content of the narrative mirror each other.
Donald Hoffman, a cognitive psychologist, compares the way our brains create the
reality around us to how a computer or VR headset renders its graphical interface. He posits what
humans experience in our day-to-day reality is only a surface level representation, just as the
interface of a computer or VR headset is only a representation of electrical signals within the
device (Hoffman). This symbolic representation of a deeper reality is often described
philosophically as simulacrum. The term simulacrum could be cast in a negative connotation,
describing an insubstantiality or distortion of a copy. VR could be considered a simulacrum of
our world, but recognizing this fact presents us with the possibility that our sensory experience of
reality may not be the absolute truth either, and thus challenges concrete and routine perception.
Plato’s Allegory of the Cave echoes this sentiment thousands of years earlier with a more
primitive metaphor. Plato equates the way we perceive reality to a human in a cave seeing only
the shadows of objects and believing it to be all that there is. This aligns with neuroscience’s idea
that “the relationship between what we perceive and what’s actually there is often very far from
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veridical” (Seth). Plato does not stop the story there, but details the hardships of breaking out of
this cave, remarking when the human sees the light, “will he not have a pain in his eyes which
will make him turn away to take refuge in the objects of vision which he can see, and which he
will conceive to be in reality clearer than the things which are now being shown to him?” (Plato).
The process of questioning the concrete narratives we hold to be true is not an easy task.
Psychological, philosophical, and religious writings echo this idea. In the Persian fairy
tale, The Secret of the Bath Bâdgerd a protagonist seeks a jewel in a place where few return.
“Bâdgerd means the castle of nothingness” (Von Franz 71). The title of my own piece, Castle of
Unknowing, alludes to this story as well as other works. Several visual metaphors are employed
similar to my own. In the story, a bird guards a jewel where adventurers trying to obtain the
treasure are turned to stone. In the end, after a series of internal and external struggles, the
protagonist is able to seize the jewel. The psychologist Marie-Louise Von Franz analyzed fairy
tales such as this through a psychological lens. The story can be seen as a metaphor for
individuation, or “the psychological process of inner growth and centralization by which the
individual finds its own Self” (Von Franz 1). This process continues endlessly. Von Franz states
"no fairy tale end is a solution forever. It is only as if a positive solution is reached for the
moment, but one has the feeling that if life were to go on, trouble might start again" (Von Franz
28). The use of metaphor and symbols in fairy tales such as this along with its ambiguous ending
mirrors the content and cyclical nature of my own film.
Like The Secret of the Bath Bâdgerd, my VR experience means to give the viewer the
experience of going on this internal journey. Religious writings illustrate this same idea with
similar metaphors. In The Interior Castle, the Christian mystic St. Teresa of Avila describes the
soul as “resembling a castle, formed of a single diamond. Within this many roomed castle, in the
5

centre, in the very midst of them all, is the principal chamber in which God and the soul hold
their most secret intercourse” (Teresa 1-2). In order to access this deeper room, one must break
from the rote machinations of the mind and look deeply within oneself. Failing to question that
which we know to be true limits our story.
The Buddhist teacher Thich Nat Hanh describes this same process. “When we want to
understand something, we cannot just stand outside and observe it. We have to enter deeply into
it and become one in order to really understand” (Nat Hanh 34). VR as a medium allows one to
be immersed in this type of experience. Like The Interior Castle this understanding cannot
simply be gained through intellectual study but must be framed within our own experience.
These teachings of science, religion, and philosophy only become meaningful “in the light of our
suffering and our deepest aspirations” (Nat Hanh 35).
Suffering is a base, universal human experience. As humans, we are constantly creating
internal narratives which frame our experience of the world. “Not all suffering is the same, and
we are not all suffering at the same time, but every person or nation or creed has had their turn,
or is waiting their turn to suffer or to force suffering on us” (Snicket 141). The term suffering
encapsulates the various levels of sorrow, fear, unhappiness, and longing which arise when the
stories we create are perceived as concrete. The Garden of Eden, the biblical ideal of a life
without suffering, is vacated due to “the knowledge of good and evil” (New International
Version, Gen. 2.17). We evaluate experience as good or bad. Two people interpret the same
experience differently. This interpretation, or story, that we create shapes our experience of the
external world which is simultaneously shaping our internal narrative.
Much of Thich Nat Hanh’s writings deal with this loop, what he terms the “interbeing” of
reality. Thich Nat Hanh states “We are not separate. We are inextricably interrelated” (Nat Hanh
6

65). Humans are prone to forget this and oftentimes see the world in discrete opposing entities
such as life and death, good and evil, existence and nonexistence. These narratives yield
suffering. Through the process of questioning or unknowing our internal narratives, a step
toward greater understanding may begin. This questioning may provide the ability to transform
our experience.
This idea of interbeing is also seen in early fairy tales and poems. Persian poet Attar of
Nishapur wrote The Conference of the Birds in which Attar himself becomes a bird and goes
through tribulations with a diverse flock. “At the end thirty birds, unified by their quest, reach
their king at last. And they see that they are Simorgh the king...and that Simorgh the king is each
of them…and all of them” (Sis). The birds deal with the same suffering which exists today.
“Look at the troubles happening in our world! Anarchy-discontent-upheaval! Desperate fights
over territory, water, and food! Poisoned air! Unhappiness! I fear we are lost.” (Sis).
Paradoxically a certain comfort exists for each bird in these circumstances. A reluctance exists at
the thought of change. Eventually the birds are convinced to seek answers to these problems
through the guidance of an external king but find unification through the endless journey itself.
My film is not only inspired by these philosophical written works, but also artistic visual
works such as those by David Lynch, Andrei Tarkovsky, and Godfrey Reggio. Their films are
known for the use of surreal imagery and dreamlike sequences. These abstractions give the
viewer “room to dream” (Lynch). “The film's role is to provoke, to raise questions that only the
audience can answer. This is the highest value of any work of art, not predetermined meaning,
but meaning gleaned from the experience of the encounter” (Reggio).
VR is an ideal medium allowing for the telling of these stories in this new way, being a
participant rather than a spectator. Henri Bergson stated that there are two different ways of
7

knowing, “the first implies that we move round the object; the second that we enter into it” (qtd.
in Bennett). VR forces the viewer to enter the experience. A sense of searching is automatically
instilled as the viewer looks around the whole visual field.
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE IMAGERY OF MY VR FILM
The experiential aspect of VR coupled with the imagery I have chosen work together to
reinforce each other. I depict these visuals with a realistic rendering style, providing an entry
point into an experience which contains more abstract meaning. As described by Lev Kuleshov,
the juxtaposition of images in film creates meaning within the viewer. In VR, the direct
immersion into the physicality of the imagery allows new interpretations to unfold. Separate
distinct spaces were created with common design threads uniting the whole piece. The
environments are intended to reflect and create feeling within the viewer through the use of
lighting, color, and space. While inhabiting these spaces, the viewer encounters the two major
characters of the film: the swan and the statue. Through the combination of these characters
within these environments, new meaning is created within each viewer. This abstracted story
supports the idea of questioning the narratives each of us holds to be concrete.

Environments
The experience begins in an ambiguous dark space. Warm, orange light fills a doorway in
front of the viewer. The light emanates from an egg-like shape containing a human silhouette.
The room that the egg resides in is rocky and worn with a reflective marble floor.
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Figure 1: Egg Silhouette

The physical design of the space evokes a sense of timelessness. The circular design of
both the egg and the room it inhabits echo the circular nature of the experience. The egg room’s
architecture is inspired by ancient spaces such as Nero’s octagonal room 1. This design creates a
mythic quality, evoking a setting that has existed for ages both deteriorating and being built up
over time.
Several additional design motifs are established in this brief opening which echo
throughout the rest of the film. An emphasis on lighting and color is established. Lighting, the
shadows it casts, and the reflections it creates play a large part in the aesthetics and themes of the
experience. Strong sources of contrasted lighting exist throughout the experience. This type of
lighting guides the viewer’s gaze, both concealing and revealing the environment.
The viewer is outside of this egg room, only receiving a partial view of the space because
a completely unlit doorway obscures the view. The stylized lighting creates the VR equivalent of
10

limited space (Block). Through this use of space, the separation between the viewer and the body
within the egg is established. The surreal quality of the experience is also immediately created.
The egg hovers impossibly in the air as its light creates a vague silhouetted human form. Robert
Casati describes light offering “the moon a weightlessness” making “it seem almost normal that
the moon should sail in the night like a paper lantern hung from the black ceiling of the sky”
(Casati 4). Just like Casati’s moon, light adds to the weightless suspension of this scene. The
undulating, fluid-like surface of the egg creates a sense of constant mutability as if in response to
the human within and the viewer’s gaze beyond. Reflections cast by the light on the floor create
a surface that almost appears to be liquid rather than solid. These visuals created by the warm
light of the egg bring forth the idea of birth and creation as the viewer commences on an internal
journey.

Figure 2: First Person View Inside the Elevator
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As the egg light grows in intensity, doors slide shut in front of the viewer as a synthetic
yellow-green light reveals the immediate surroundings of an elevator. The metallic surfaces of
the elevator contain undulating silhouettes. The doors in front of the viewer contain an etching of
a rough-hewn engraving of a swan feeding its young with its own blood. The elevator begins
descending past a concrete shaft made of a material similar to the material of the egg room walls.
Multiple doorways slide past the viewer. As the elevator descends lower, glowing buttons begin
to cover the entirety of the walls of the elevator. The shaft becomes rougher and starts
undulating. The lights overload as the space becomes black.
The artistic direction of the elevator contrasts the egg room, but certain elements are
carried through to unite the spaces. The elevator contains an aesthetic which borrows from the
Art Deco movement, but also has modern elements such as its red overhead lighting. The floor of
the elevator is similar to the floor of the egg room, but slightly rougher. Signs of dirt and wear
are also visible on the gate of the elevator as well as the metallic surfaces. The design creates a
space that feels as if it could have been an addition to the egg room that has slowly been
upgraded as time progressed. This creates a space not able to be pinned down to one geographic
location or time continuing to emphasize the cyclical nature of the story.
Additional details placed around the elevator hint at the themes of the experience as well
as create compelling visuals no matter where the viewer looks. The engraving on the elevator
doors is an adaptation of the oft produced religious artwork The Pelican in Her Piety. The
artwork depicts a pelican piercing her breast to feed her young. It evokes the thematic idea that
suffering is always present in life, but creation and transformation is still possible. This image
foreshadows the physical appearance of the swan. The cloth ceiling is also a subtle
foreshadowing of the transformation of solid to cloth in a future sequence of the film. Placed
12

directly above the viewer is a reflective orb, similar to a camera enclosure. This echoes the
oculus housed in the egg room’s ceiling. Circular spots of light also illuminate future areas of the
film. The viewer may not actively see these circular design elements on their first viewing, but
they are worth noting. This visual circular motif is a subtle reference to the circular nature of the
experience itself. These design elements can be seen as openings or eyes, alluding to another
perspective that may be obtained.
The elevator doors closing on the egg room marks the beginning of a journey and
introduces the idea of leaving the physical form found in the egg room and entering a different
reality. The elevator evokes a sense of the unease of transition. Electric light fixtures placed in
the corners of the elevator create an artificial green glow. Stylistically exaggerated color creates
an unnatural environment. The enclosed space may feel as if it does not correspond with the
viewer’s body due to the fixed camera height in the virtual space. The viewer separates from the
warm light and human silhouette they see before them as well as metaphorically separating from
their own body in reality.
Undulating human reflections appearing in the metallic surfaces of the elevator add to the
unease and mystery of the experience. This visual exemplifies another surrealistic manipulation
of light. The reflections come from the position the viewer is in the experience, but their body is
not present to cast them. Shadows are often an indexical symbol of “the presence of something
real,” however the signified is nowhere to be found (Collington 19). This creates a visual where
the shadows themselves could be seen as separate entities. These reflected shadows show
constant change and the multifaceted nature of one's own self. In Jungian psychology, the
shadow is the dark part of one’s personality. “People who do not know enough about their own
shadow … are most likely to fall victim to evil influences” (Von Franz 10). In ancient times “the
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shadow was how the Egyptians first visualized the soul” (Stoichita 19). The visual of the shadow
with its related connotations contributes to the thematic idea of internal questioning while
foreshadowing the appearance of something more solid later in the film.
As the viewer descends, the light intensifies as many buttons begin to appear and
illuminate the elevator. The act of beginning the journey is both “a simultaneous reaction of
attraction and terrific fear, of wanting and not wanting to get there, of being repulsed to the
extreme and not being able to go away or let go” (Von Franz 105). The environment surrounding
the viewer reflects this feeling state. The elevator manifests the anxieties associated with the
innumerable potentials in life. Free will is called into question, does the destination change based
on which button is pressed?

Figure 3: 360-Degree Render of Elevator Interior with Buttons

When the elevator descent reaches a moment of complete overload and desperation, the
lights go out and the scene becomes completely black. After a moment, the red overhead lighting
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fades on revealing the distorted reflection of a swan on the elevator walls. In this moment of
need, the swan starts to reveal itself as a shadowy reflection in place of the human silhouettes.
No longer a static engraving, the shadow now moves, rearing up and spreading its wings,
encompassing the whole of the elevator walls in a moment of both fear and encouragement.
The saturated red light adds to the feeling of both danger and adventure echoing Von
Franz’s sentiments on confronting one’s unconscious. The color is complementary to the
previously green tinted lights, adding to its intensity. It also matches the color of the black
swan’s eye and beak. Both the lighting and shadow further hint at the physical appearance of the
swan later in the experience.
After seeing the distorted reflection of the swan, an unknown exit appears at the back of
the elevator revealing a branching tunnel. The camera begins to move for the first time in the
experience. The viewer goes down the tunnel, following the shadow not of Alice’s rabbit, but of
a swan. 2

Figure 4: Exiting the Red Elevator
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I designed the tunnel to appear rough and hand carved, but also have an organic quality to
it. The tubelike shape could resemble biologically occurring structures. Continuing the
connection between the environments, it has surface qualities that previously were seen in the
ceiling of the egg room as well as the bottom of the elevator shaft. The space remains enclosed
and dim, illuminated by spots of saturated blue lighting.
Increasing the surreal quality of this area, the light no longer has a physical source as in
the elevator. This quality of light evokes the feeling of moonlight or water, emphasized as the
tunnel ripples and moves. This movement of the tunnel as well as its multiple branches reflect
the physical movement and tendrils of the egg, and themes of choice and transformation. The
viewer emerges from the tunnel into a vast, empty zone where they first physically see the
primary characters of the experience.

Characters
The swan and the statue are the two major entities in this experience. Although the
viewer does not physically see these characters until halfway through the story, both characters
exist throughout the entire experience in both design and meaning. These characters spawn from
personal connections but symbolize universal human conditions.
My middle name is Swann, so it was a natural symbol to use in representing myself, but
on a broader level swans have been used as symbols for self-realization. In Hinduism, the
goddess of learning is illustrated with a swan. The Indian swan depicted as the hamsa is
considered a bird of passage, a symbol of the inner atman or self (Von Franz 211). Birds in
general often carry spiritual meaning or grace due to their ability to fly.
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Figure 5: Render of the Black Swan

A black swan event represents something unexpected, predictable only in hindsight. The
phenomenon named by Nassim Nicholas Taleb is based on the fact that all swans were believed
to be white before the sighting of a black swan (Taleb). This ties into the examining of one’s
own beliefs and perceptions. While watching the film for the first time, the viewer may not
immediately expect to see a black swan at the end of the tunnel, but signs of its presence exist
and become more solid throughout the experience.
The swan first exists as a 2D static representation in the form of the elevator engraving.
As the experience continues the viewer gleans distorted moving shadows of the swan. Physical
symbols begin to appear in the form of feathers, but like in Plato’s cave, the physical form of the
swan is only seen when the viewer exits the cavernous tunnel.
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The entire journey thus far has taken place through the interior of the statue. Starting
from the top, the viewer has descended the elevator shaft and tunnel, only to look back and see
they have emerged from the overshadowing form of the statue. The viewer has metaphorically
plunged into the base level of their own self, confronting that which has remained unseen, yet
existed all around them. The design of the statue was first inspired by a small sculpture which sat
in my family’s home throughout my life. The sculpture was that of a human figure draped in
cloth. These iconic figures are often used as funerary monuments, depicting a figure in
mourning. The form is also like that of a bedsheet ghost, sharing a similar space as the funerary
monuments in its association with death or suffering. Additionally in Greece and Egypt statues
have “stood in for either a god or a dead person” (Stoichita 19).

Figure 6: Exiting the Statue

Older alchemical myths depicted an original celestial figure consisting of a material body
sometimes in the form of a statue. “The archetypal idea of the universe was formed in the human
18

shape” (Von Franz 109). In my story the viewer emerges into the empty zone from the base of
the statue. It is as if this whole area emerged from the statue’s form. The viewer is confined to a
world where suffering is unavoidable.
René Magritte’s Les Amants, in which two figures are shrouded in cloth, inspired me as
well. This obfuscation of form under cloth is similar to the use of lighting and shadow
throughout the experience. Curiosity and apprehension are created as form cannot be
immediately captured. Unlike the smooth surface of the cloth in Magritte’s paintings or that of
traditional funerary monuments, my statue is rough and unfinished. Alberto Giacometti, whose
sculptures are rugged and elongated, inspired the design. He described his sculptures not of “the
human figure but the shadow that is cast” (qtd. in Christie’s). The figure evokes a sense of
existential dread.
The shape of the statue may not be immediately recognizable as this type of humanoid
sculpture due to its scale and surface quality, but as an insurmountable, ambiguous form. As the
swan flies toward the statue, the rocky surface transforms, as foreshadowed by the movement of
the tunnel. The rough surface becomes flowing cloth revealing an ambiguous humanoid shape
underneath, reminiscent of the silhouette within the egg and the shadows within the elevator.
Like in the castle of nothingness, the environment where this transformation takes place
is dark and empty. “This absolute empty, meaningless nothingness…drives people into utter
despair” (Von Franz 118). The environment serves to enhance the sense of dread evoked by the
statue and focus the viewer’s gaze on the characters without other visual distraction. Through
this act of searching the solid statue becomes malleable. Humans often seek comfort by avoiding
that which brings pain and discomfort. In my experience, the meeting of self and suffering leads
to new unfolding and transformation. Only by confronting and internally examining our own self
19

can we transform and grow. Without this process we are static just like the statue without
observation.
The piece culminates in the cloth becoming the nest for the swan after a series of
vignettes. Inspired in part by Norman McLaren’s Pas de deux, this sequence dilates time,
creating dynamic snapshots of the swan and cloth around the viewer. During this climactic
moment, motion is no longer continuous but fractured. This creates a greater emotional intensity
with each pose as the viewer is encompassed by the cloth.

Figure 7: 360-Degree Render of Transformation Sequence

Time begins to flow regularly as the last vignette appears in front of the original position
of the statue. The swan settles into the nest as the original form of the statue begins to fade. The
elevator reappears, now both doors open, connecting the nesting swan and egg. The final
moment unites the egg room, the elevator, and the dark zone. The lighting is now complementary
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as the orange egg light fades on behind the viewer, mirroring the blue light emanating behind the
swan.
The viewer experiences one last scene as the light increases within the elevator and
flickers off. They awaken within the egg previously viewed from within the elevator. The viewer
now inhabits the space which held the physical silhouette. A new perspective of the egg room is
seen. One now sees the nesting swan through the elevator doors where they once stood but are
also surrounded by numerous additional doors. Just as in the fairy tales, the end is more of a
question mark than a period.

Figure 8: Inside the Egg

Synopsis
This VR journey metaphorically mirrors the interplay between our own physical selves
and our external and internal worlds, a continuous process without a definite end. Within my
story, the journey begins in the transitional space of the elevator introducing the literal self being
21

born into a new reality. The unconscious higher self emerges in the form of the swan. This
emergence comes with the inevitable encounter and processing of suffering. The meeting of self
as the swan and suffering as the statue, leads to new unfolding and transformation where the very
things we try to avoid become the basis of a new reality. The dark zone, elevator, and egg room
are now united, intertwined. The environments both contain and are created by the characters. A
unification is achieved through the entire experience. In the final scene the viewer assumes the
perspective of the human within the egg. “Our body is continued outside the body. Our body is
made up of everything that is not this body” (Nhat Hanh 53). The metaphorical story now
becomes the actual as the viewer exits the VR experience into the literal world, transformed.

Figure 9: 360-Degree Render of Final Elevator Scene
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CHAPTER FIVE: TECHNICAL EXECUTION OF A VR FILM
Several considerations arise when developing a VR film. Multiple methodologies exist
for producing the VR content that the audience will view. Final delivery of the film is influenced
by these methodologies and delivery formats. Standard production pipelines can be used, but
they need to be augmented in order to work with this medium. Ultimately the film should be able
to be created and distributed in an efficient manner while remaining true to the artist’s intentions.

Potential Content Creation Approaches
Two main approaches exist for creating VR content in the computer generated (CG)
world, both having their own advantages and disadvantages. The first approach is creating an
experience which is rendered in real time using a game engine such as Unreal or Unity. Using
this methodology, the end user could interact and locomote within the experience. This workflow
would be comparable to creating a VR game and the final deliverable would be in the form of an
executable or application. Using a game engine provides flexibility and potential interactivity.
The main downside of this approach is the creator must adhere to the practical limitations of the
game engine and hardware. Poly counts, texture sizes, and rendering strategies which vary
depending on the targeted platform, can hinder the fidelity of the real time experience. While
some of these limitations are due to the game engine itself, these restrictions are amplified on
standalone HMDs such as the Oculus Quest, my intended viewing platform. As technology and
hardware progress, the game engine could become the prime environment for VR content
creation and is likely the workflow most people think of when considering VR content.
I chose to use the second methodology, creating a pre-rendered 360-degree film. My
project is an immersive animated film that straddles between a visual effects experience and a
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traditional story. Simply stated, this approach creates a 360-degree video mapped to the inside of
a sphere. A real-world equivalency would be a 360-degree IMAX theater that has projected
images surrounding the viewer. In the IMAX experience, the viewer cannot choose to locomote
through space and depth as in a game engine. They are tied to their seat, wherever the creator
positions the camera, and can only control the rotation of their focus. The creator of the film
records camera moves, and the viewer's experience is similar to being fixed into a roller coaster
seat. Since all the images are pre-rendered, complex effects and environments can be created
using similar workflows to a standard visual effects production. The end results of this
methodology are rendered using a virtual 360-degree camera. It is worth noting that a game
engine such as Unreal can pre-render an image sequence like this to create a 360-degree video.
With this approach the game engine is used as a renderer, not for its interactive benefits.
While game engines default to a stereoscopic viewing experience, a pre-rendered
workflow requires the creator to choose whether to render monoscopically or stereoscopically.
Sitting in an IMAX theater is the real-world equivalent of a monoscopic deliverable. Sitting in
the same theater with 3D glasses on would be a stereoscopic deliverable. After testing both
options, the stereoscopic approach provides greater immersion. Viewing the stereoscopic image
feels like you are actually in the space due to the sense of depth. A monoscopic frame feels more
like seeing an all-encompassing image wrapped around the inside of a sphere.
The downside of this is that stereoscopic imagery adds to one of the biggest hurdles of
creating a pre-rendered VR film, render times. Every frame must be rendered twice, once for the
left eye and once for the right eye which is compounded by the large resolutions required for VR
delivery. A traditional high definition (HD) animation is rendered at 1920 by 1080 pixels
compared to stereoscopic VR images which usually require at least 4096 by 4096 pixels. Even
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compared to the ultra-high definition (UHD) resolution of 3840 by 2160, stereoscopic films are
double the resolution. Essentially each frame of animation is wrapped around a sphere
surrounding the viewer, or in the case of stereoscopic imagery, two spheres, one for each eye,
requiring large resolutions for each frame in order to retain visual fidelity.

Figure 10: Example of a Single Stereoscopic Frame
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Working with High Resolution Pre-rendered VR Imagery
Due to the high-resolution requirements of VR, determining the final resolution of my
film was an important decision for my pipeline. Many different HMDs exist, and they all have
different specifications. Having the Oculus Quest as my targeted platform helped inform this
decision. The image must meet a certain fidelity to create a convincing experience, but not so
high resolution that it cannot run on the chosen hardware. This becomes a downside of prerendered content compared to real time rendering. A game engine renders only what it needs to
when the viewer looks through an HMD. It does not need to render the entire 360-degree
environment at all times. The pre-rendered workflow effectively renders the entire 360-degree
frame ahead of time, similar to a standard CG production, shifting the computing burden onto the
creator’s hardware rather than the end user’s. While the assets and effects of a real time
experience need to have a more optimized approach compared to pre-rendered content, the final
output resolution will utilize the full screen resolution of the HMD. This could result in a film
running in a game engine having a slightly sharper image quality within the headset, but without
any of the more advanced rendering and effect techniques available to a pre-rendered workflow.
The practical example of this would be in the case of the Oculus Quest, which was my
intended viewing platform at the onset of this film. The Quest is a standalone HMD that does not
need a computer in order to run. It is also one of the most widely used HMDs at the time of my
writing due to its untethered convenience and price point. Each lens of the Quest displays a
resolution of 1440 x 1600, which is comparable to other HMDs, but higher resolution devices do
exist. In order to saturate this display, video of about 5.7K is needed (Cheng). Full saturation
means every pixel of video content has a corresponding display pixel in the hardware. Having
less saturation is equivalent to having an HD video viewed on a UHD monitor. The content is not
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utilizing the full resolution of the output device. This is not necessarily a problem if there is not a
significant difference between the media’s resolution compared to the HMD’s screen resolution.
However, the full resolution of the HMD should be attempted to be utilized to avoid unintended
aliasing of the imagery and to enhance the immersive experience of the VR medium. The Quest
is capable of decoding video up to 5760 x 2880 at 30 frames per second (Cheng). This means
that a monoscopic 360-degree film or stereoscopic 180-degree film rendered at this resolution is
capable of nearly utilizing the entire display’s capacity. However, when dealing with 360-degree
stereoscopic film, which is the format of my own film, the Quest is limited to running 4K square
video at 30 frames per second (Cheng). With stereoscopic footage you lose a little bit of
resolution compared to monoscopic footage, but in my case the depth and immersion it provides
is worth this tradeoff. This decoding limitation is partially due to the stand-alone hardware of the
Quest as well as the limitations of current video codecs and video players. Oculus recommends
encoding stereoscopic video using H.265 at a resolution of 4096 x 4096 for the Quest (Cheng).
The maximum resolution for H.265 is 8192 x 4320 essentially limiting the total size of a
stereoscopic video to 4320 square to remain within specifications. FFMPEG and now Adobe
Premiere and Media Encoder allow for rendering outside a codec’s standards which enables
larger resolutions, but this could lead to unintended compatibility issues (Bilodeau). In some
ways this forces the creator to limit the resolution of their 360-degree content at this moment in
time despite what the actual device’s hardware is capable of decoding if they plan to remain
within a codec’s specifications. VR video is still in its infancy and changes are sure to happen
quickly as video players and codecs evolve. Taking this into consideration, I decided to render
all my images at 5120 pixels square to provide some buffer and future proofing while
compositing. This turned out to be a good choice as the Oculus Quest 2, now called Meta Quest
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2, was released during my production. The boost in hardware enabled the viewing of 5760 pixel
square stereoscopic video. Rendering everything in 5K allowed me to export a higher resolution
version for the Quest 2 as well as a 4K version for the original Quest.
Rendering and working with images of this size is cumbersome for a pipeline. Storage
space, drive speed, ram, CPU, and GPU all play a part when dealing with raw images and video
of this resolution. Through creative compositing strategies I circumvented some of these hurdles.
The benefit of 360-degree images is that a unique image is not always necessary for every frame.
Since the user is in control of the camera and looking around, one image can be held for several
seconds. This type of timing must be kept in mind as the viewer will likely spend some duration
looking around the environment. If parts of the environment are static, only a single frame of that
section of environment needed to be rendered and held. An example of this is the initial elevator
sequence in my film. This sequence contains a still frame render of the elevator’s interior with
additional layered animated elements composited on top, such as the elevator doors closing, the
elevator’s descent, and reflections in the metallic surfaces. As soon as the camera starts
translating in space an image must be produced for every frame. This occurs as the viewer
travels down the tunnel in my film. Translational camera movement should be reserved for
specific moments if render time is a concern, and a render farm is almost a requirement for this
type of production if creating complex environments or effects.

VR Production Pipeline
After determining the method of creation, pre-rendered 360-degree stereo images, the
film must go through the standard pipeline of preproduction, production, and postproduction.
Some of the same processes can still be used that occur in a standard CG film production, but
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other new workflows need to be developed. VR, being an emerging technology, is still relatively
unformalized. In a standard film’s preproduction phase a storyboard and animatic are created
based on the film’s shots. Since the user is in control of the camera in a VR film the concept of
shots and camera angles cannot be captured in an ordinary storyboard. The creator must consider
the whole field of view and decide where to put primary and secondary visuals. Traditional
concepts such as movement, line, and color can still be used to guide the viewer’s eye, but now
must be considered in a 360-degree world where nothing is out of frame. I mapped out the
experience with some notion of where the viewer will look, but I avoided forcing the viewer into
looking at any specific spot. By doing this, the medium of VR rewards the viewer’s curiosity.
The more that the viewer looks around, the more understanding is gained. This feature of the
technology ties back to the thematic goals of the piece.
I adopted the methodology of using 360-degree live action footage captured with a 360degree camera to create an animatic with the rough timing of the experience. This had a similar
benefit of shooting live action reference in traditional animation. Although some effects and
surreal areas of my film could not be truly emulated with live action, I had a rough idea of the
spaces in VR and the timing of the piece.
The actual production side of a CG VR film runs parallel with a standard CG film in
many ways. Assets such as models and textures are created in the same manner. The workflow
diverges at the time of rendering where instead of using a standard camera, a 360-degree camera
is employed. This is where a methodology for postproduction becomes especially important.
When creating a VR experience in a game engine, the creator can preview the images in real
time while wearing an HMD. This makes iterations and feedback very quick which is a huge
benefit of choosing a real time approach compared to my methodology. When pre-rendering, the
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final 360-degree image when displayed as a 2D flat image is only a vague indication of how the
experience will feel. The actual space and depth cannot be seen unless this image is converted
into a 360-degree environment and viewed in an HMD.
The workflow I settled on previewed these images in Nuke on an HMD while
compositing. Nuke allows a headset to be connected to your computer and the user to look at the
stereoscopic 360-degree images. This enables test rendering at lower qualities and then
previewing in the compositing application. Ideally 3D packages such as Houdini or Maya would
offer this functionality of connecting an HMD to preview a 360-degree environment within their
software, just like a game engine. This will probably be implemented at some point in the future.
My method is not as quick as a real time engine, but it does still allow for previewing and
iterating. It also allows a significant degree of control over the image in postproduction
compared to a game engine. Once I found the correct overall layout, I could return to the
detailing of the assets and the environment before launching the time intensive final high-quality
renders.
Another aspect of compositing 360-degree footage, specifically stereoscopic 360-degree
footage is that there are two images to deal with for every frame. This makes placing additional
elements in postproduction trickier. The disparity between both the left and the right eye must be
accounted for as well as the distortion of the 360-degree image. Both After Effects and Nuke
have incorporated several workflows for dealing with this process. Originally, I had planned to
do most of my compositing in After Effects. On the surface it has several pre-built features for
VR and stereoscopic compositing. In practice it was not as flexible as Nuke and did not handle
the large layered EXR files nearly as well. Nuke has both stereoscopic and VR compositing
features with its Cara VR plugins. It allows you to set up a viewer built for the left and right eye.
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This makes adding additional elements to stereoscopic footage much easier as every node has the
option to work either on the left or right eye. With this functionality, the Nuke script does not
need to be broken up into two separate streams for each eye. Features exist to generate disparity
based on the stereoscopic VR render in order to have an accurate match when integrating
monoscopic footage into stereoscopic footage. This combined with the VR toolset allows for
easy manipulation of 360-degree imagery between rectilinear and latlong formats. Using Nuke
also gives the flexibility of the node graph compositing approach. This requires more setup at the
onset of the project, but it is worth the added level of artistic control.

Distribution of a VR Film
The final hurdle in a VR production is the distribution. Pre-rendering the film puts some
of the processing power and time onto the shoulders of the creator. This is opposed to the game
engine approach which requires more processing power on the side of the end user in order to
render the experience in real time or more simplified visuals as in the case with standalone
HMDs such as the Quest. Since the final deliverable of a pre-rendered VR film is an MP4 video
file, this allows for an easier distribution of an experience with complex models, textures, and
effects. Online video players such as YouTube and Vimeo have support for immersive 360degree content. The final video file can be streamed from these sites and viewers can watch with
low end headsets such as Google Cardboard as well as higher end HMDs. Although an HMD is
the intended platform, a viewer could also watch the content on a standard monitor and use their
mouse to look around the experience. However, this would not have the same stereoscopic
immersive experience. Other distribution options exist such as publishing directly to Oculus
Video, now Meta Video, which requires hosting the video through Facebook. Film festivals have
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also started showcasing VR content. SIGGRAPH hosts a popular VR theater that houses VR
films. They request an MP4 with a minimum width of 3K pixels, preferably 4K pixels
(SIGGRAPH). The final construction of my film allows for submission to most festivals and
increases distribution opportunities.
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION
The medium of virtual reality is rapidly evolving. The production strategies I have chosen
for this project will likely change as hardware and software continue to improve and adapt to this
new technology. Despite being a relatively young medium, the experiential nature of VR is
evident. As the medium and technology mature, opportunities to create even more immersive
experiences will arise. This ability to create art that the viewer inhabits provides the opportunity
to transport the audience into a new reality.
In my film, I paired this aspect of the medium with a surreal narrative allowing the
viewer to inhabit a dream-like experience. The visuals of this experience were used to explore
fundamental questions which arise during the human experience. How do we operate in a world
filled with suffering created by our individual narratives? I plan to continue my own exploration
into VR and this line of questioning in future projects. I hope to create immersive experiences
which encourage the examination of one’s own thoughts and perceptions, taking the viewer out
of their traditional point of view.
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ENDNOTES
1

Nero is a controversial Roman emperor. This reference is directed toward the aesthetics of the

architecture, not the qualities of the ruler.
2

This is a reference to Lewis Carroll’s novel Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland.
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